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I will be very brief this year so that we can focus on the overview provided by our new CEO Matt Mund.
There are two issues I will speak to.
Firstly, Louis Gagnon. We will forever be grateful for the vision, culture, grit and leadership that he brought
to this company and to the field of mental health at large. We wish him a fast recovery and are very happy
to be in a position to continue to relentlessly harness and scale the momentum that he and Matt Mund
forged.
Secondly, I want to flag what many of you with US health sector knowledge already know. That the entire
field of health tech has begun an era in the US of payment for outcomes rather for services. And of
“collaborative care”: which includes bringing together assessment, treatment, remote patient monitoring,
telehealth and behavioral/mental health.
It would not have escaped some of your attention, that procuring clients of the magnitude and credibility of
the AARP (the American Association of Retired Persons), IBM’s Veteran’s Association Grit platform and
employees in companies such as Boeing – point to Total Brain’s differentiated product.
The sector changes have significantly increased Total Brain’s product market fit. This new era of clinical
collaborative care and brain wellness has opened sales and alliance opportunities with large platform
providers at the leading-edge of this new era.
Our CEO Matt Mund was seminal in Total Brain procuring the IBM sale. And as the architect of Total Brain’s
modular scalable platform, could not be better placed to expand Total Brain sales in 2022.
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About Total Brain Limited (ASX: TTB)
Total Brain Limited is a San Francisco and Sydney-based company that has developed and offers Total
Brain, the world’s first mental health self-monitoring & self-care platform powered by the largest
standardized brain database. Its SaaS platform has helped more than 1 million registered users to-date
scientifically measure and optimize their brain capacities while managing the risk of common mental
conditions. Benefits for employers, large organisations and insurers include productivity improvements
and healthcare cost reduction. For more information, please visit www.totalbrain.com and follow us
on Twitter, LinkedIn and Facebook
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